Fund for Teacher's Mentor Program serves to amplify the rich ideas and plans Fellows have by facilitating mentoring relationships that connect mentees with experienced Fellows. Working together, these accomplished educators refine fellowship plans to maximize summer learning experiences and to propel impact in the classroom.

Do you have a desire to collaborate for student achievement or build your network of like-minded peers? Send us an email to get started: info@fundforteachers.org

Why Become a Mentee?

- **PROACTIVELY PREPARE** for your fellowship
- **REFINE** your plans to maximize your learning
- **PLAN** for powerful impact in your classroom
- **AMPLIFY** your impact in your community
- **GROW** your network within the Fund for Teachers community

Why Become a Mentor?

- **DEVELOP** coaching skills
- **SHARE** your expertise with others
- **GROW** your network within the Fund for Teachers community
- **AMPLIFY** teachers’ impact in the classroom
- **EXPLORE** possible career opportunities in teacher leadership

“This mentor program is one small step for making learning real in classrooms. Teachers helping teachers is where real collaboration happens. - Leah Keith Houle